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Introduction
Transposable elements (TEs) or transposons represent well-known factors of genomic variability and evolution (Chénais et al., 2012) . by computational analysis of whole genome sequences in plant genomes (Kapitonov, Jurka, 2001 ), the Helitron superfamily represents class II TEs that are hypothesized to replicate via a "rolling circle" mechanism (Kapitonov, Jurka, 2001; Kapitonov, Jurka, 2007) . This mechanism involves a helitron-encoded Rep/Helicase, which is predicted to act both as HUH endonuclease and 5' to 3' helicase, and generation of a single-stranded DNA intermediate without any subsequent creation of target site duplications (Kapitonov, Jurka, 2001; Kapitonov, Jurka, 2007; Thomas, Pritham, 2015) . The "rolling circle" mechanism of replication, typical for single-stranded DNA viruses or bacterial plasmids, has not been revealed in other known DNA transposons that migrate through genomes via "cut-and-paste" transposition (Kapitonov, Jurka, 2001; Kapitonov, Jurka, 2007; Thomas, Pritham, 2015) . Also, all known helitrons share in common several structural features: the 5' TC and 3' CTRR termini and a palindrome sequence (16 to 20 bp) upstream the 3'-end (Feschotte, Wessler, 2001; Kapitonov, Jurka, 2001 ).
First discovered in plants, helitrons have soon been shown to exist in many other eukaryotic genomes, including mammals (Thomas et al., 2010; Thomas et al., 2014) . These DNA transposons are supposed to be involved in horizontal transfer of genetic material between distant taxa (Thomas et al., 2010; Guo et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2014; Coates, 2015) and to impact the genome architecture of their host as "DNA shuttles" (Feschotte, Wessler, 2001 ) via their implication in processes of exon-shuffling and gene capture (Gupta et al., 2005) .
Due to their relatively high frequency in the eukaryotic genomes that ranges from 1.6%
in Arabidopsis thaliana (Xiong et al., 2014) to up to 5.8% in little brown bat (Myotis lucifugus) (Thomas et al., 2014) and even 6.6% in maize (Zea mays) (Xiong et al., 2014) , their high level of polymorphism and their considerable implication in genomic rearrangements (Kapitonov, Jurka, 2001; Kapitonov, Jurka, 2007; Thomas, Pritham, 2015) , helitrons become promising candidate markers of highly polymorphic The amplicons of about 550 bp, obtained after the multilocus genotyping of the abovementioned animals, were further purified from the agarose gel and prepared for DNA sequencing.
Materials and Methods

Sample preparation and DNA pyrosequencing
For that purpose we used the 454 pyrosequencing technology (GS Junior from Roche, Switzerland) and the manufacturer's protocols for sample preparation and sequencing.
Sequence analysis
Only reliable sequences, in terms of their coverage (at least 10x), length (≥ 400 bp) and primer sequence at flanks (at least 10 primer nucleotides), were considered for further research.
The selected DNA sequences were analyzed using the NCBI BLASTn tool (https://blast. 
Results and Discussion
Sequencing results -genes identified in the studied Bos taurus breeds
In the sequenced genomic regions, flanked by the inverted sequences of 3'-end of Heligloria helitrons from 3 studied cattle breeds, we identified sequence homology to 14 cattle genes.
According to our results, such fragments are differently distributed across the analyzed groups of cattle. For instance, DOCK5 and TMEM41A genes have been shown to be flanked by 3'-end helitron fragments in all 3 breeds (Table 1) .
In contrast, such fragments of the following genes were found in the sequences belonging to only one breed: SLC16A6 and PHC2 -in the representatives of Kalmyk breed; UBASH3A, NRG3, ARL4C, LOC784305 and BRD9 -in cows of Ayrshire breed; MYADML2, LOC61431 and LOC107131227 -in the analyzed population of holsteinized Black-and-White cattle (Table 1) .
Also, the helitrons flank the LOC100848239 gene in Kalmyk and holsteinized cattle and PTPRN2 gene in the representatives of the studied dairy breeds (Table 1) .
Functional implications of the identified genes
In order to investigate the possible functional implications of the 14 genes identified above, we first looked for the available gene ontology data.
The results of PANTHER search showed that, generally, the identified genes represent proteins with nucleic acid binding, enzyme modulator and transporter activities, involved in diverse metabolic and cellular processes (Fig. 1) . The details on ontologies of the identified genes are represented in Table 2 . Table 2 (BRD9, PHC2, ZRSR2) regulate transcription (Table 3) . Here we have determined differences in localization of helitron 3'-end identity sequence in the 3 studied cattle breeds. Given this fact, we can expect that identification of such differences in different breeds and inbred groups may help control the dynamics of genetic structures, as well as reveal the "gene pool standards" of breeds and inbred groups and predict the reproduction of animals with desired phenotypes.
Helitron insertions and their impact on gene expression
It is a well-known fact that insertions of TEs are able to greatly alter the gene structure and expression (Chénais et al., 2012) . Such changes are available in the case of helitron transposons, as well, as there have been described many examples of how these DNA transposons can impact the gene integrity and function (Thomas, Pritham, 2015) . It has been shown that helitron insertions can take place at different sites with corresponding consequences. Insertion in the promoter can disrupt the gene transcription (Gupta et al., 2005) or even provide a de novo promoter (Miller et al., 1995) , while integration of helitrons upstream can enhance transcription (Inagaki et al., 2009 ). Integration of helitrons in the 5' UTR determines the diversification of the transcripts (Han et al., 2013) , while their positioning in the 3' UTR can cause loss of function, due to disruption of polyadenylation (Tsukamoto et al., 2010) . Helitrons are also able to jump into introns, thus disrupting or altering splicing (Barbaglia et al., 2012) , or "capture" exons and other structural elements from different genes, creating chimeric transcripts (Lai et al., 2005; Barbaglia et al., 2012; Grabudzija et al., 2016) . Besides, one possible consequence of gene capture by helitrons is the implication in host gene regulation by generation of small RNAs, which target both the helitron and the parental gene (Li et al., 2013) . Moreover, helitrons are able to promote the generation of protogene families through gene capture at RNA level (Thomas et al., 2014) . In our study we were able to locate the DNA fragments, flanked by the inverted sequences of 3'-end of Heligloria helitrons in the genomes of the studied cattle breeds, on Bos taurus reference genome (Table 4) (Shen et al., 2010; Hong et al., 2015) Holsteinized Blackand-White cattle
Conclusion
In the current work we explored the 
